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The period between 1540 and 1700 in Early Modern England was marked by an explosion of 
secular embroidery, distinctive in its use of materials and stitches. What has intrigued me for 
twenty years is the heavy use of gold thread passed through the fabric over and over to produce 
plaited, interlaced, or needle lace stitches. These stitches are difficult to do, often undocumented 
in the literature, and mechanically stressful on the metal-wrapped thread. My curiosity resulted 
in a few obvious questions: Why were the stitches developed and practiced in such high volume? 
Why were the stitches limited to embroidered objects from the British Isles? And why did these 
difficult stitches disappear from use around 1700, almost as suddenly as they appeared? 
 
I began researching these gold thread stitches after viewing a 1620s English waistcoat in the 
collection of the Museum of Fine Arts Boston (MFA) (Figure 1). At the time I did not know it 
would bring me into a tangled web of royal prerogative, patent history, the economics of 
regulation, and a host of opportunistic aristocrats and henchmen extorting men and women 
working in the gold-spinning trades. Almost no one involved in making gold threads for secular 
embroidered clothing seemed to be dealing above board. Roof-top escapes, clandestine wire 
drawing in the woods, spying and informing on each other, as well as governmental seizing of 
silver wire and thread are all wrapped up in the history of these luscious embroideries. 
 
Embroidery is often over-romanticized to serve the interests of display and thus portrayed as a 
quiet pastime for women interested in decorating or wearing something fashionable. But the true 
history of embroidered objects is much more complicated - part of a commercial enterprise that 
begins with the processing of raw materials and includes the labor to fabricate either the 
components or the objects themselves. When coinage metals are part of the raw materials, 
commercial ventures with sufficient capital to deal in their conversion to thread must be 
involved. Investigating this manufacturing infrastructure can yield significant information about 
the cultural use and importance of the embroideries. The use of techniques not widely seen today 
can lead to misinterpreting these embroidered objects and their origins. It is my experience that 
viewers often lack the context to know if an embroidered object can be produced by one person 
working alone or requires a workshop to produce, drastically changing its interpretation.1 
 
As both a needlework teacher and materials scientist, I have been documenting the stitch 
mechanics2 and investigating the structure of the thread used for seventeenth-century secular 
embroideries in Britain for some years. In 2005 Plimoth Plantation,3 a living history museum in 
Massachusetts, asked me to be the embroidery expert on an effort to faithfully reproduce a 
1620’s era English embroidered woman’s waistcoat for a planned exhibition. This effort afforded 
me the ability to not only study extant jackets and related objects of the period but also reproduce 
the types of threads used for the embroidery, a unique opportunity to experiment and further 
understand this genre.
                                                     
1 For example, The Plimoth Jacket™ project required over 3500 hours of embroidery to reproduce the three-piece 
set (waistcoat, coif and forehead cloth). 
2 Goldwork Master Class, Thistle Threads. 
3 Plimoth Plantation was renamed Plimoth Patuxet in late 2020. 
 
This paper is an extension of the research initially conducted for the Plimoth Jacket™ project. 
My hypothesis is that gold thread embroidery is actually an important part of the economic 
history of England. Instead of decoration created to broadcast wealth and privilege or stylish 
attainment, I will argue that gold threads were seen as currency, and that objects made with them 
were exchangeable as readily as coins. Objects embroidered with gold threads were created to 
hold monetary value like a bank account, and were easily interpreted as such by the owner, 
viewer, and even pawn brokers. Considered movable property, women may have used richly 
embroidered clothing as a means to protect personal wealth, independent of their husbands and 
passable to female relatives. In the service of these goals, thread production in England suffered 
from the same consequences of other forms of currency - with graft, theft, and cheating 
occurring in high volume, and government interest in controlling its manufacture. In support of 
this hypothesis, I will also show how the choices of stitches and threads are counter-intuitive if 
the goal is display but consistent if the goal is wealth storage.   
 
When I originally viewed the MFA jacket shown in Figure 1, I could not identify the stitches on 
it and I knew that the gold threads and needles I had access to would not mechanically do what I 
was seeing without the thread being ripped to shreds. I thus spent years collecting and deducing 
the stitch mechanics, composition, and fabrication of this type of English metal thread and the 
needles used for the embroidery. During the course of this study, I documented more than 50 
different stitches. All were used almost exclusively during the late Tudor period (1540-1603)4 
through the Stuart era (1604-1699) and, as far as I can discern, only in England.5  
 
At the beginning of the Plimoth Jacket™ project, we considered the embroidered jacket at the 
Metropolitan Museum of Art (MET) (Figure 2) as a potential candidate for the reproduction. 
However, I quickly recognized that the stitch used for the coiling vines, a ladder stitch with zig-
zag, required considerably more labor and almost twice the length of thread per inch of vine than 
the plaited braid stitch normally used for coiling stem designs on coifs, nightcaps, and jackets. 
This observation helped my thoughts come into focus. To the average viewer, the two stitches 
looked similar and without close examination one could not easily discriminate between the two. 
If casual viewers could not tell the difference in the use of one stitch over another in the same 
design, the additional expenditure in labor and materials was wasted if the gold embroidery was 
solely for decoration. The obvious conclusion was that there was some other reason for the 
choice of stitches. Given the practical aspects of additional labor and material consumption, it 
became clear that the stitches were being used to store value. In other words, the stitches were 





                                                     
4 The earliest documented objects for some of these stitches are embroidered book bindings attributed to Elizabeth I, 
made as gifts for Henry VIII and his wife in 1544 and 1555. See Cyril James Humphries Davenport, English 
Embroidered Bookbindings (London, 1899), 32-33.  
5 Objects found in collections outside of England have been traced back to workshop manufacture in England. For 
example, similarly embroidered objects found at the Livrustkammaren Museum in Stockholm, Sweden have 
purchase records indicating they were originally from England (personal conversation). 
 
In the end, the Plimoth Jacket™ project chose to reproduce a seventeenth century embroidered 
jacket in the collections of the Victoria and Albert Museum which used the plaited braid stitch 
for its coiling stem designs. Figure 3 is an illustration of this reproduction. To reproduce the gold 
thread for the jacket we worked with William Kentish Barnes of Golden Threads in England. 
Gold thread is commonly referred to as “gold wire or wyre” in period texts and by modern 
English manufacturers. Modern gold wire is a metal strip of gilded copper wrapped around a silk 
core. For the Plimoth Jacket™ project the diameter and metal wrap width were closely matched 
to period threads to enable the same stitch mechanics. As such, the gold wire used for the 
Plimoth Jacket™ project is a good experimental thread for investigating and comparing thread 
use and labor for these unusual seventeenth century stitches.   
   
 
Tables 1 and 2 show experimental measurements for several seventeenth century stitches and 
compare them to couching or reverse couching, the most common application of gold threads 
before this period. For the measurements, the stitches were worked using a 0.5-meter-long cut 
length and uniform start and stop lengths. This cut thread length had been verified by counting 
motif repeats on the back of extant pieces for particular stitches and corresponds to a good 
balance in handleability and wear of thread. The density of the stitching and width of the linear 
stitches were matched to the extant pieces. A range of value is given for the plaited braid as that 
stitch lends itself to spacing between the repeats, so this represents the range measured on 
historic pieces.   
 
In the tables, the concept of labor operations is introduced. Instead of tracking the minutes it 
takes to work a section which is variable between people of different thread handling skill or 
familiarity with stitch mechanics, I counted the number of required independent operations with 
needle and thread. A stitch operation is defined as the needle entering down into or exiting up 
from the ground fabric and any movement that requires the needle to be passed under the thread 
on the surface or the thread to be passed under the needle tip. In this way you can assume that for 
an embroiderer of high skill and familiarity with the mechanics, a stitch with a larger number of 




As a reference, I used the coverage technique from the fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries that 
these stitches replaced: reverse couching or plain couching.6 Some striking conclusions can be 
taken immediately from this exercise. First, the amount of thread consumed in a unit area varies 
significantly between stitches, with the complex gold stitches using two to three times more 
thread than the couched version. Interestingly the number of labor operations to work the stitches 
is reduced significantly when the worked gold stitches are compared to the couched thread. 
Clearly the early ecclesiastical pieces were highly labor intensive but consumed less gold than 
the embroidered secular clothing of the seventeenth century, where that the cost of the final 
object would have been determined by the cost of the raw materials, not the cost of the labor. 
 
Another explanation for why these complex stitches were used to embroider secular clothing was 
the way in which they influenced garment fabrication and wear. A fully couched background is 
not flexible and was usually used on copes, often around hems and down the middle of the body 
where stiffness could be tolerated. But a coif must be gathered at the top during construction and 
at the back with a drawstring when worn. Concentrating the same amount of stiff gold thread in a 
small area allowed the gathering of the linen into common garment shapes. So, to fabricate 
                                                     
6 Plain couching in colors with the couching stitches close together is termed or nué and would have dramatically 
increased the number of labor operations per cm2 by factors as much as ten. 
everyday garments that stored wealth, but also needed to flex, more complex stitches for gold 




The Gold Thread Making Industry 
 
To understand the importance of gold thread during this period, it is important to understand the 
gold spinning and thread making industry and its practices. Interestingly, there is a wealth of 
information about gold and silver wire drawing for the thread making industry of seventeenth 
century England. Available are parliamentary records, depositions, and court records - all 
documenting the level of graft practiced by those in the wire drawing trades and those who 
wanted to control or regulate the trade for their own profit. Below is a brief summary of a small 
fraction of the evidence I uncovered to support the contention that gold and silver thread were a 
vitally important part of England’s economy in the seventeenth century. 
 
In 1621 Robert Patrickson told his story in a deposition to Parliamentarian officials7 as part of a 
major gold thread scandal which broke when the 3rd Parliament of King James I (1621) first met. 
Patrickson recounted how in June 1619 he was notified by Sir Giles Mompesson’s agents that he 
must post a bond of 100£ promising to stop working as a gold thread maker for six months. 
When he refused, a counteroffer was made: post a bond of 100£ to instead make ten marks of 
gold thread a week for six months for Sir Giles Mompesson and also pay fees to have them seal 
the thread. But why should he? Patrickson had been working as an independent gold thread 
maker for years. Upon his refusal, the henchmen of Mompesson suddenly searched his home and 
found seven pounds worth of silver threads and seized the same. Patrickson fled from his home 
and ran to his brother’s house. Shortly after, several more “came and broke open two doors, 
offered great violence to his sister-in-lawe and his servants and warned him to attend the 
commissioners two days after.”8  Upon showing up, Mompesson committed him to Newgate 
prison where he remained for 15 weeks. During that time, they also seized all the thread his wife 
made for “the mayntence of themselves and families” and the extra she made trying to make the 
money to post the now 200£ bond so he could be released from prison.     
 
This wasn’t an isolated event but was played out over and over again. At least 37 times between 
1616 and 1621 gold thread spinners, wire drawers, and silkmen, both men and women, were 
threatened or thrown in jail for plying their trade. A small selection of data from these 
depositions are shown in Table 3. This was extortion over simple embroidery thread using 
patents granted by King James to a group of aristocrats and merchants for the purpose of raising 
additional funds for his own coffers.   
 
Table 3.  Selection of depositions from silkmen, gold and silver wire drawers, and gold thread spinners who were seized, 
threatened or imprisoned by Sir Giles Mompesson and Sir Frances Mitchel between 1616-1621a 
 






Violently seized silk for spinning gold and 
silver on after searching house and shop 
Committed to Fleet, a bond to 
get out 
 
c.1620 Nicholas Carey, 
Silkman 
Seized great quantity of gold and silver from 











Seized seven pounds weight of Cullers silk, 
pretending it was silk for gold and silver 
thread, Sir Giles took by force from his 
hands 








Came into shop and seized legally bought 
gold for thread – shoving into their pockets 
Threatened to break locks, 








Seized 2 flattening mills, tools, forced into 
30£ bond to be released. 
Kept prisoner in Fowles house 






wyre drawer and 
three servents 
Seized silver, silver wire, tools, flattening 
mill 
 
17 days in Newgate & 
Finsbury prisons 
                                                     
7 Depositions from Parliamentary Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/15 (52-pages). 




Elinor Towne (20 
yrs old, servant to 
Katherine Hugill) 
Found her spinning, seized her to prison.  
When wouldn’t inform on Katherine, sent 
back to prison 
 
3 days in Finsbery prison then 




Katherine Hugill  
 
Broke open door, seized gold and silver 
thread, spindles and thymbles worth 6£ 18s 






Ann Mitchell (15 




Broken down door, didn’t find illegal thread 
but that done legally for Fowles, took to 
prison anyways 
 
6 days in Finsbery prison 
June 1618 Jan Newe, 
apprentice of 
Mary Fitche 
Seized in the street, committed to prison for 
refusing to inform on Mary and William 
Fitche (Goldsmythe)  
6 days in Finsbery prison, 
committed to Newgate prison 
for refusing to tell on other 
women spinning (15 days) 
 
a Parliamentary archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/15 
 
Today few consider clothes as pawnable items or exchangeable for cash, especially when they 
have passed their moment of fashionability. We don’t buy clothes so we can use them as 
collateral for a cash loan or pass them down to servants in lieu of other compensation. In 
seventeenth-century England things were different, in part because there were no banks. 
Goldsmiths held your coins, or you kept them in boxes at home, or converted them to plate or 
richly embroidered textiles. The latter were used as convenient and easily documented pieces of 
wealth. If stolen, it was hard to lay claim to a specific pile of coins, but a nightcap wrought with 
flowers in gold was easy to prove yours as there might be dozens of witnesses who had seen you 
wearing it. That changed in 1699 when the first fractional rate lending institution was started in 
England, more than a hundred years after the practice was commonplace in other parts of 
Europe. Lord Macaulay wrote in his nineteenth-century History of England that when the Bank 
of England was founded all the goldsmiths and the pawnbrokers set up a howl of rage. 9 
 
The fact that gold embroidered clothing could be used as currency is also documented in an 
important set of affidavits given by Anne Leaminge and Ann Adlington to Parliament on May 
11, 1621.10  During the gold thread scandal of James I, another pressing matter was being heard. 
It pertained to the rampant corruption of Sir Christopher Perkins from the Court of Requests, 
which heard disputes concerning the poor and the king’s servants. Sir Perkins was known to take 
bribes from both sides and in this case, agreed to take a piece of clothing with gold-thread 
embroidery as a bribe to petition the king for a positive restitution of Ann Adlington’s case, a 
request for payment owed her late husband by the king. Anne Leaminge, a friend, testified that 
the previous holder of the office, Mr. Raph Wormelaiton, had multiple times been offered 20 
pieces to rule in favor of Ann Adlington but had refused. Anne Leaminge testified that she was 
with Ann Adlington at Sir Perkins house when Ann offered him “a night cap wrought with gould 
of forthy shillings price to do her right Justice the which night capp Sir Chrisopher Perkings 
                                                     
9 Thomas Babbington Macaulay, The History of England from the Accession of James II (Philadelphia: Porter & 
Coates, 1848), 541-542.  
10 Parliamentary Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/17A, Affidavit of Anne Leaminge and Affidavit of Ann Adlington. 
tooke of the sayd Ann Adlington very thankfully saying he would doe her right Justice for he 
could doe her no wronge by cause her Cause was right and good.” 
 
Further evidence can be found in Henslowe’s pawnbroking ledgers from the 1590s, which show 
that 62 percent of the pledges were items of clothing. Clothing richly embroidered with gold or 
trimmed in gold and silver laces and spangles could be pawned for 20 to 50 percent of an 
object’s value in cash and 50 percent interest to reclaim.11 Pawning to give liquidity to your 
wealth was done at all levels of society. This means that pawnbrokers, as well as much of 
society, knew the value of gold thread embroidery, and could assess both the materials and 
techniques used to determine its worth.  
 
There is also evidence that some members of the gold spinning trade engaged in the purposeful 
manufacture of counterfeit threads. The goal was to skim the gold and silver from someone else 
to line your own pocket. This practice led to the need for regulating thread quality so that what 
you bought was as billed. For example, in 1697 London’s Lacemen filed a complaint about 
defective thread requiring new regulation: “Then only would that glorious Commodity be 
Superlatively serviceable to the Buyers and Wearers of the same, and most certain would well be 
distinguished in the length of Wear, Credit and real Service; As also in the Solid return of Profit, 
when (in appearance) worn out, and by Burning the same, will then prove its intrinsickness: Or if 
thus truly and fairly made, may produce near a Moiety of the prime cost.”12 
 
The seventeenth century was a period of tenuous relations between the English crown and the 
people. Elizabeth I (1533-1603) was a queen formally known as a bastard, so her strength came 
from appearing the part of queen. During her reign she struggled with the cost required to 
grandly maintain her image. By the end of her life the Office of the Wardrobe averaged 9,500£ a 
year in expenses. Parliament wouldn’t appropriate more money to support these expenditures so 
she used her royal prerogative to grant monopolies and patents to favorites in order to collect 
fees for regulatory activities. King James I took this practice to another level. He was an 
imported king with a large family that all needed to be royally clothed. His Office of the 
Wardrobe expenditure ranged from a low of 28,500£ a year to a high of 66,000£.13 Because 
parliament was not willing to raise taxes to deal with this prolific spending, King James decided 
he had no need of them. He suspended Parliament several times and relied on the granting of 
patents and monopolies by his royal prerogative as an innovative way to raise the needed funds.  
  
A patent or monopoly grant awarded privileged trading rights to an individual or group, often 
under the argument that a new technology had been brought to use or the trade required 
regulation because of abuses. In effect, a courtier would buy a patent for a lump sum paid yearly 
as well as some sort of sliding scale of dues payable to the king and collected by the enterprise.  
The king often got cash and a reoccurring income stream. Grants were overlaid on top of 
business and manufacturing that had already existed. In the case of the first gold-and-silver wire 
monopoly in 1611, it was an all-out lie that London merchants Richard Dike, Mathias Fowle, 
                                                     
11 Ann Rosalind Jones and Peter Stallybrass, Renaissance Clothing and the Materials of Memory (Cambridge 
University Press, 2012), 21. 
12 Case and Complaint of the Lacemen, Venders of Gold and Silver Lace; To the Honourable the House of 
Commons, etc. (1697). 
13 Jones and Stallybrass, 21. 
Humphry Phipps, and John Dade deserved a patent for bringing the method of making Venice 
gold and silver thread to England. Their patent14 granted the sole rights to make, beat, cut, thread 
and spin wire. There was an uproar over this patent by London’s women spinners saying it 
favored the wheel or engine spinners who were mainly men. This resulted in a second patent in 
1616 issued to Dike, Fowle, and Francis Dorrington, that added the process of milling and 
flatting to the first. Ironically, in July of 1614, Claud Durelle a gold wire drawer had his tools 
seized by Fowle who commanded him to go to his house and teach him the trade of wire 
drawing, which, in 1611, Fowle had attested to the king he knew and needed a patent for. Durelle 
refused to teach Fowle and ended up in Marshalsea prison for 11 days during which time his 
wife also refused to teach Fowle. Following his time in prison Durelle and his wife took their 
family back to France, in preference to paying a bond to forsake wire drawing and thread 
making. In spite of not knowing the trade of wire drawing, Fowle was able to get an additional 
patent from the king in 1616.    
 
In April 1616 several gold thread spinners testified15 that they knew the method of gold spinning 
and had spun gold for Thomas Williams for many years before the king’s patents were granted. 
The testimony was signed by the marks of three women spinners: Packett Nightingale, Marie 
Fawcett, and Dennys Launder. The deposition was backed up by Willian Harenden who signed 
for himself as another gold thread spinner who had made gold and silver threads for forty years, 
doing so even for Queen Elizabeth’s silkman. On April 2, 1617, eighteen wardens and associates 
of the Goldsmiths Company testified that the trade of gold and silver “wyre drawing, mylling 
and spinning upon silke” had been commonly done in London for sixty years and there was no 
new invention at all.16 
 
Claud Durelle, the wire drawer who had fled to France to avoid teaching Fowle the trade, was 
persuaded to return to England by promising the return of his seized tools. But the arrangement 
also required Durelle to work for Fowle making gold wire and thread for three years. Fowle, 
however, failed to buy all of Durelle’s thread, so Durelle demanded release from the bond. As a 
result, he and his family were forbidden to make threads at all. On December 17, 1618 several 
henchmen violently entered the house of Durelle’s sister, Mary le Roy. They “showed a naked 
sword to her maid and took her by the throat and with threatening words put her in fear of her 
life.”17  They also broke down chamber doors and took 56 ounces of silver wire valued at 20£ to 
Fowle’s house, along with two of Durelle’s servants who were then imprisoned. Durelle escaped 
by running over the roof of the house. It’s implied in the deposition that Mary le Roy was in the 
business of weaving silver cloth. In order to get the silver wire back, Mary le Roy gave up a scarf 
worth 5£ to Sir Giles’ lady as a bribe. This episode clearly documents that pulling silver wire, 
making silver thread, and weaving it into cloth was an extended family enterprise. It also 
documents a common pattern – search and seizure of goods and tools, then offering a bond to get 
them back with two bad choices: either don’t work at all or work for them. Any resistance was 
met with false claims and debtor’s prison.  
 
Sir Giles Mompesson came into the picture in 1618 when King James needed a way out of the 
                                                     
14 Grant to Dike and others, June 5, 1611, Patent Rolls, 9 Jac. I Part 7. 
15 Parliamentary Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/10, Certificate of Nightingale, Fawcett, Launder and Harenden. 
16 Parliamentary Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/10, Certificate of Ledsam. 
17 Depositions from Parliamentary Archives HL/PO/JO/10/1/15 (52-pages). 
rising anger about his patents of 1611 and 1616 and the ongoing extortion of tradesmen. The 
king dissolved the former patents and took crown control of the industry, appointing a set of 
commissioners that included the former patent holder Fowle, Sir Frances Mitchell, Henry 
Tweedy, and Sir Giles Mompesson. Sir Giles got the job because George Villiers, who he was 
related to by marriage, was a favorite of the king. The commission wasn’t an improvement as it 
proved to be just as vile in action. It didn’t take long for the abuses to add up, causing a political 
crisis in the 3rd Parliament. An investigation into the crown commission’s activities was launched 
by Parliament in 1621 and it is no understatement that the abuses revealed were very dangerous 
to King James. Acting to save himself, the king traveled to parliament on March 16, 1621 to 
damn the patent, in which he called counterfeit gold thread a false coin, and release the prisoners. 
Commissioners Sir Frances Mitchell and Sir Giles Mompesson had their knighthood revoked, 
the last two in English history to experience this embarrassment. Because Mompesson had fled 
the country during the night of March 3rd, he quickly became the subject of political satire18 and 
the butt of cartoons, plays, and ballads. Parliament finally got rid of monopolies by royal 
prerogative in their session of 1624. This began a long period of economic volatility marked by 
an ebb and flow of regulation on the gold and silver wire and thread trade which was directly 
related to the bullion supply combined with the government’s need for additional cash.   
 
By 1634 King Charles I (1600-1649) had suspended Parliament and was trying to re-exert 
control over the gold and silver wire industry. The entire century was marked by inflation and 
currency problems as the economy was pegged to the amount of gold and silver species in the 
country. Holding gold was a hedge against inflation, so having clothing and other objects heavily 
embroidered in gold was also a hedge. Controlling the gold thread industry was important to 
England’s economic policy because coins were being melted to make gold thread due to the high 
demand for embroidered clothing. This is when another important character became part of the 
gold thread story: Thomas Violet, goldsmith.   
 
Thomas Violet is important because he wrote about the technology and fraud of gold thread 
making. He was also a smart, self-made man who was in the gold thread making business for 
profit and wouldn’t have wasted time on gold thread unless he could make money with it. Violet 
was the son of immigrants who was able to get an apprenticeship as a goldsmith and rise in 
society. His master, Timothy Eman, taught him the back room practice of scraping excess weight 
off of gold coins. Violet’s expertise in metallurgy and assaying led him to realize that he could 
make even more money by trading in international currency. The alloying of coin wasn’t the 
same across countries and the astute Violet realized he could make money illegally by trading 
English gold coins for French or Spanish silver coins. He then turned his attention to gold and 
silver wiredrawers, bringing them into the international currency trade. This consolidation upset 
members of the Goldsmiths Company, who were also dealing illegally. Violet was turned in for 
illegal practices by someone in the company. In court it became obvious that to save himself he 
had to turn in all the goldsmiths he knew who were illegally dealing, including his old master. 
Violet was released with a 2000£ fine, after which he went home and unsuccessfully tried to 
commit suicide by drinking mercury.19 When Violet recovered, he didn’t have many options so 
                                                     
18 Satirical print The Description of Giles Mompesson late knight censured by Parliament the 17th of March, Anno 
1620, The British Museum, Y,1.91. 
19 Amos Tubb, Thomas Violet, a Sly and Dangerous Fellow: Silver and Spying in Civil War London (Rowman & 
Littlefield Publishers, 2017), 17. 
he offered to spy on the goldsmiths for King Charles I, an offer that the king accepted since 
Violet was expert in trade deceit. One of his missions was investigating gold and silver thread to 
determine the extent of abuses. After assaying 112 packets of procured threads, it became 
obvious that the vendors were cheating “the wearers of gold and silver laces” by selling gold 
threads mixed with copper. A commission to investigate these abuses was established in 1635 
with Thomas Violet paying for the right to be one of the three commissioners. Although the fees 
were not lucrative as a commissioner, Violet was obviously double dipping by doing deals on the 
side and informing the king when needed. 
 
There were major changes to the trade affected by the 1635 commission. First, only eight 
refiners were allowed to melt and cast ore for gold and silver wire and thread, and the precise 
composition was dictated. Second, any wire pulled had to be assayed and sold by the Golden 
Fleece to those farther down the line in the thread making process. Third, all gold and silver 
thread had to be returned as skeins to be assayed and sealed by Violet and his commissioners. 
Existing records tell us much about what was made and sold in England between 1635-1640, as 
shown in Table 4. As part of the commission, ferreting out the black market was important, and a 
massive investigation resulted in depositions of over 119 tradespeople in the gold and silver wire 
and thread trade in 1637. Reading the depositions shows how much everyone, from the refiners 
to the women spinners, were doing double business at the Golden Fleece and on the side, even 
working in the woods at night to pull wire without oversight.   
 
Table 4.  Annual Value of Products Inspected at The Golden Fleecea 
 
Product Year Weight (lb) Value (£) 
Silver Wire  
(Troy ozb) 
1636 8,371 30,138 
1638 13,855 49,879 
1639 13,473 48,502 
Gilt and Silvered Copper 
Wire  
(Avoirdupois ozb) 
1636 6,598 15,835 
1638 7,351 17,643 
1639 6,718 16,124 
Gold and Silver Thread 
(Troy ozb) 
1636 13,440 28,255 
1638 21,108 44,326 
1639 20,390 42,819 
1640 8,890 18,669 
Gilt and Silvered Cooper 
Thread 
(Avoirdupois ozb) 
1636 2161 648 
1638 4,327 1,298 
1639 3,359 1,007 
1640 2,695 808 
a Data from: Royal Prerogative and the Regulation of Industry: Regulation of the Gold and Silver Thread Trade under James I 
and Charles I by Anna Hollinger Siegler (1980).  Dissertation, University of Chicago 
b 16 oz = 1 lb Troy     12 oz = 1 lb Av      1 oz Troy = 1.1 oz Av 
 
When the English Civil War broke out, the commission was disbanded. Thomas Violet picked 
the losing side of the war, resulting in a loss of his manors and being thrown into the Tower of 
London for eight years. Violet tried a variety of money-making schemes for years and wrote 
many petitions outlining the abuses and technology behind gold thread making. He also ratted 
out many tradesmen by name. Violet’s petitions, along with petitions by the wire drawers, 
women spinners, wheel spinners, and other trades, discuss strategies for deceit as well as 
parameters for making proper threads.  
 
One strategy for cheating the buyer was to sell adulterated thread, thread that used copper instead 
of silver as the core or silk thread that was weighted with salt to allow wrapping it with a thinner 
metal strip. Multiple depositions, beginning as early as the reign of James I, had silk dyers 
attesting to who was dying their silks with metal salts. As Violet wrote, this heavy silk caused 
the thread to go black and tarnish as soon as it sees air or gets wet. This may help explain why 
the condition of metal thread on historic pieces can vary significantly, from being very tarnished 
to appearing like it was made yesterday, or in a mixed condition on the same piece. Although 
storage conditions for historic objects also play a role, it may be the composition of the original 
thread (salt or no salt) that influences its appearance today.  
 
Relevant to this story is also the preference for Venice gold, which was the standard of monetary 
weight per ounce of thread: Five ounces troy of sterling silver to eight ounces of finished 
thread.20 The problem with the wheel or engine made thread was that the process could handle 
thinner metal and still wrap it or could be set to control the coverage of the core making it 
‘slight’.  But thin metal was also weak, easily broken and abraded which became one of the 
primary arguments against engine spinning. Furthermore, you couldn’t remelt the embroidery or 
lace to get the bullion back, wasting the coin of the realm on the ground as well as your 
investment.  
 
We can take some other very important lessons from the data that comes out of the Golden 
Fleece accounts (Table 4). First, the cost of silver-cored gold thread was eight times that of 
copper-cored gold thread, but at the purchase point, it was indistinguishable and required 
assaying to determine which was which. Many depositions wrote of the need to keep the sales of 
the two types of thread separate and also require that embroideries weren’t made in mixed 
threads. This is further evidence that the use of gold or silver thread for embroidery was not 
primarily about visual appearance but about stored value. Supporting this conclusion is the 
market preference for real silver-cored thread. As documented in Table 4 real silver-cored thread 
was over four times the volume of copper-cored thread, indicating silver thread was seen as 
money and so it was preferred when embroidering to store wealth.  
 
What Were the Embroideries Worth? 
If the purpose of embroidering with gold or silver thread was to store value, can we determine 
the value of specific embroideries? Using image analysis and the science of estimation it is 
possible to get a rough order of magnitude and also a relative value between objects. When 
working on the Plimoth Jacket™ we had the opportunity to test the validity of our assumptions 
based on these types of calculations. To set manufacturing targets for the threads to be made I 
used the linear length of coils combined with test samples (similar to those illustrated in Table 2) 
to calculate the amount of thread needed. Estimates of coil lengths were made from images of 
several objects. The calculations turned out to be quite accurate. When 28 percent of the vine 
length had been stitched, we had consumed 25 percent of the gold thread estimated for that work.   
 
Another outgrowth of the project was recognizing there was a master vine diagram used by a 
significant subset of these embroideries, maintaining a standard linear length of coil per area of 
design. This means that on pieces covered in the coiled vine pattern, the length of a stitch is 
                                                     
20Thomas Violet, Two petitions of Thomas Violet of London Goldsmith to the Kings Majestie (London, 1661). 
relatively constant. For pieces that don’t use the standard pattern or are covered only in metal 
thread stitches and are flat (such as the coif from the Cleveland Museum of Art pictured in 
Figure 4) image analysis measuring cell cultures was used to calculate the area covered by gold 
stitches.21 Measurements of the ounce per meter of our reproduction gold thread22 was combined 
with the stitch measurements of area covered to estimate the amount of thread used on a 
particular piece. Table 5 gives an estimated value of the gold and silver stored for the objects 
pictured in this paper.   
 
 
Figure 4.  Coif, late 1500s. England, Elizabethan Period, late 16th century. Silk, gold, and silver thread, sequins, padding, linen; 
embroidery; overall: 21 x 42.2 cm (8 1/4 x 16 5/8 in.). The Cleveland Museum of Art, Dudley P. Allen Fund 1934.206  
 
Table 5.  Estimate of Stored Value in Selected Embroidered Objects (Lace and Spangles Not 
Included in Calculations) 
 
Object 
Estimated oz of Embroidered 
Gold/Silver Thread on Object 
Estimated Valuea 
Coif 1934.206 - Cleveland Museum of Art 8-11 ozb 28-38 shillings 
Coif 1996.51 - Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 1.9 ozc 6 ½ shillings 
Plimoth Jacket™ 24 ozd 4£ 4s 
Jacket 23.170.1 - Metropolitan Museum of Art 41 oze 7£ 4s 
Jacket 43.243 - Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 115-159 ozf 20£ - 27£ 
a Golden Fleece records between 1636-1640 values 8 oz of gold or silver thread at roughly 28 shillings23 
b Area embroidered measured by image analysis using ImageJ.  0.5 meters/cm2 thread used for low estimate and 0.7 meters/cm2 
used for high estimate to account for distribution of stitch types 
c. Linear length of coil used for estimate with thread use for plaited braid 
d. Actual amount of thread used to embroider jacket.  Linear length of coils known 
e. Linear length of coils on Plimoth jacket used to estimate coil length and thread use of ladder stitch with zig zag 
f. Areal Density from Cleveland Museum of Art coif applied to Jacket.  0.5 meters/cm2 thread used for low estimate and 0.7 
meters/cm2 used for high estimate to account for distribution of stitch types. 
 
These estimates are in the right order of magnitude and are aligned with Anne Leaminge’s claim 
                                                     
21 ImageJ by NIH used to calculate areas in photographs, program and resources accessed from www.imagej.nih.gov 
22 ~0.013 oz/meter for Gilt #4 Passing on Silk manufactured by Golden Threads.  
23Anna Hollinger Siegler, Royal Prerogative and the Regulation of Industry: Regulation of the Gold and Silver Thread Trade 
under James I and Charles I (Dissertation, University of Chicago, 1980). 
that they bribed Sir Christopher Perkins with a nightcap worth 40 shillings. A nightcap uses a 
similar amount of decorated cloth as a coif, and might be compared in size, stitching, and value 
to the coif from the Cleveland Museum of Art (Figure 4), with an estimated worth of 28 to 38 
shillings. If the entire area of the coif had instead been covered in reverse couching, it would 




Figure 5.  Woman’s coif.  English, about 1600.  Linen; embroidered with silk and metallic threads.  22.9 x 43.2 cm (9 x 17 in).  
Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.  The Elizabeth Day McCormick Collection, by exchange 1996.51.  All the coils are stitched in 
plaited braid, but one coil in the upper left against the top edge was worked with a length of thread as a hemstitched ladder stitch 
(approx. 1 inch of travel).  These stitches have different linear values in both labor and gold thread.  It was as if the vendor had a 
pre-embroidered blackwork piece and an example of gold worked on it, but the buyer wanted to pay less.  But you would never 
take out the incorrect stitch, as we would today to make the stitches uniform, because it held value.   
 
In summary, as secular wealth increased in seventeenth century England people turned to 
embroidery as a wealth storage device. This required a different set of stitches, for at least two 
reasons: (a) stitches designed to store value needed to use as much gold or silver thread as 
possible per area covered; and (b) gold and silver thread stitches designed for clothing needed to 
flex so the garments could shape to the body. Conversion of wealth to ‘moveable property’ was a 
method of preserving wealth considered culturally appropriate for women, providing financial 
security and the ability to pass objects on to female relatives. The same is true today. The 
conversion of money into jewelry, for example, is a common twenty-first century tactic for 
women in cultures with the following conditions: limited banking availability, rampant inflation, 
and limitations on female property rights. In seventeenth-century England it is likely that women 
used smaller items such as sweet bags, coifs, and nightcaps as a hedge, converting some monies 
earned into a protected form. After the advent of the banking system in England, we see a 
distinct decline in the use of these complex stitches on clothing, prompted in part by a more 
stable economy, reduced inflation, and alternate places to store wealth.  
 
In conclusion I want to mention the shear amount of gold and silver lace and embroidery that has 
been lost. Looking at the Golden Fleece accounts for 1636 alone, enough silver-based thread was 
sealed to make 20,000 all-gold thread coifs. Given the relatively small number of extant jackets, 
coifs, and other items embroidered with gold and silver threads, we must conclude that much of 
what once existed was redeemed at some point in the refiner’s crucible. 
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